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Message from 
the Builder

The Women2Watch Program was initially launched to teach 
women "why" to take credit for their work. In the evolution of 
that, we attracted visionary leaders who enjoyed solving the 
future of DTC business globally. 

We made a series of predictions in 2015 because of our research 
projects that identified big patterns through collaboration with 
women executives in our program. A third party did an 
assessment in 2020, and we were 97% accurate in our 
predictions. 

We are accurate because our Women2Watch Honorees helped us 
collaborate, test, and prove our predictions while solving 
business challenges ahead of the market.



After a few years connecting and 

researching mobile innovation, Kelly 

formed an informal women's retail 

group in 2012. She soon created a Retail 

Committee that met at Gibson Dunn's 

law offices in NYC, once a quarter. They 

came together to help think through a 

program that could be built to focus on 

amazing women thinkers who like 

solving difficult puzzles while getting to 

the very top.

At that same time, she noticed

women were not taking credit for

their work, so she decided to

launch a program to change that.

 

Remodista launched,

Women2Watch in Retail Disruption

and named her first 100 women in

2015. The program had its first

Innovation Award Show in 2016. 

 

The program quickly expanded to

Australia, and we launched HALO. 

The expansion continued to Chile, 

Mexico, Denmark, and back to Australia 

in 2018 and the program name evolved 

to Women2Watch in Business 

Disruption.

 

Kelly added an Innovation Lab in 2018, a 

Collective Think workshop in 2019, a 

Purpose Fashion Show in 2019.

During pandemic, we had another 

live Purpose Fashion Experience in 

September 2021, and an Innovation 

+ Purpose Award Show for the final 

group of Women2Watch honorees 

March 2022.

 

We have been in a reflection period 

over that last few months, and will 

be share the insights and lessons 

learned from this program, in 

addition to what's next at the end 

of the report.



There is a need to un-silo the retail 
business. It starts with an internal 
conversation that allows the business to 
un-silo its units. 

There is a need to talk in a way that
everyone can understand. Begin to talk 
tech in a way that non-technical people 
can comprehend, internalize and 
hopefully re-articulate to others  . 

Customer service expectations are high as 
their last great experience -- that is the 
bar.

Executive Roles are Blending Together.   
 The background and experience of the 
CMO matter and those who are more data- 
oriented will succeed.  

Make sure you have someone thinking 
globally.

Customers see you as one brand versus 
your commerce channels and points of 
entry.

Our Retail 
Predictions in 2015

Everyone needs to spend a day at the 
customer service center. Create customer 
innovation labs and observe how they 
experience the product. Sometimes 
technology is a limiting factor (when an 
offer is different online vs. in-store). 

Include a designer in every initiative, they 
consider the customer experience before 
the bottom line   Include everyone in the 
conversation. 

IoT - The physical world is constantly 
fielding innovation in an attempt to keep 
up with its Internet counterparts. 
Although tools and sensors are being built 
and deployed at an alarming rate, 
companies and individuals are lacking a 
framework to combine.

Retail organizational roles are changing.
Chief Information Officer and a Consumer 
Technology Officer, CTO is responsible for 
digital products, supply chain, and 
fulfillment, CIO is the new business voice, 
customer perspective, CRO is a new role – 
Chief Revenue Office.

Those with a CRM platform will see smarter 
product mix, merchandising, and comp 
plans. 

Commerce channels can come together 
and complement each other.

Instead of focusing on process innovation 
around failing technology, look at newer 
more agile solutions that will allow you to 
extend your products into the global 
market in a more seamless way.

Name a cross-functional leader who has 
neutrality in bringing leaders together and 
build out a cross-functional team to 
objectively look at the business.  

We need to fix simple things (simple your
customer) i.e., allowing stores visibility 
into inventory – at other stores, at multi- 
retailers, online. (American Apparel uses 
RFID to manage inventory)   Idea: some 
retailers require employees to spend a day 
in the store.

With the pervasiveness of technology, a 
company should be able to make their 
internal business experience as 
sophisticated as the external customer 
experience by rethinking the way we work 
together.

We need to create a company taxonomy 
using the same words to describe the 
buying experience as the returning 
experience.

Disruptive technology is creating net new 
business processes.

Drop the e in e-commerce. e-Commerce is 
a strategy focused on the transaction, we 
are moving to strategies focused on the 
human behavior of the customer.

Omni-channel is not a relevant term. We 
have one customer, one company, many 
points of entry and transactions.



Remodista placed over 500 women leaders in keynotes and panels at retail commerce 
conferences around the globe.

An Unexpected
Outcome

World Retail Congress  - Rome
Online Retailer - Australia
Inside Retail Live - Australia
eCommerce Summit - Chile
eCommerce Summit - Mexico City
Shoptalk - Copenhagen
Shoptalk - USA
Money2020 - USA + China

CES - USA
Shop.org - USA
Vtex - Brazil
IRCE - USA
National Retail Federation - USA
eTail - USA
Retail Innovation Conference - USA
Retail Summit - Dubai



Modern Work Tools
We Built



W2W Program 
Traction

Raised $750k                        2016-2020
Use revenue to execute the W2W Program globally, while building HALO research 
community. We moved 200 retail executive through four community platforms and 
landed on Mighty Networks in 2017. Below are some of our partners and our first 
case study of an up-skilling course to learn about community.



Highlights
Women2Watch



Created a retail 
committee  and launched 

W2W Program

Program
Accomplishments

Created Source Papers to 
share innovation with 

stakeholders holding the 
budget

Celebrated many
acquisitions and

promotions over the
program

Added a retail committee 
W2W Award Show in 

Australia

Took W2W on the road to 
sixteen global 

conferences, shining a 
light on trends and 

innovation ahead of the 
market

Used the funds raise from
the W2W program to build

our HALO community
platform

In year one, 16 of the 20 
retail committee 

members were promoted 
in their careers

Within the first year, we 
expanded the program to 

Australia

Launched a Collective 
Think Series to pull top 

line data from a group of 
people to identify big 

patterns and trends to 
baseline new innovation 

Celebrated our 
Women2Watch at an 

annual W2W Award Show

Placed over 500 women 
leaders in keynotes and 
panels around the globe

We published 4 editions 
of the annual Retail Look 
Book sharing our insights 

and collaboration with 
our W2W

Helped investors connect 
with our Women2Watch 

entrepreneurs

Moved 200 retail leaders 
through four community 

platforms and 
documented our learning 

about community as a 
service

Tagged our research and
content in out HALO

research community for
our members to access

Changed the ratio of
women at retail

conferences as speakers
and attendees globally

Launched an Innovation 
Lab, iLab Pitch Contests, 

and Purpose Fashion 
Shows

Raised $750k for the
program and to build our

products and service
offerings

Built and launched the
HALO Research

Community

Expanded to Australia,
Brazil, Chile, Mexico,

Israel, UK, Italy, France
and Spain

Created Innovation Field
Trips to show members

innovation at work

Launched "Born to
Disrupt" Founder Kelly
Stickel's Professional

Speaking +  Mentor
Program

Launched Women We
Watch Film Studio to

capture success from our
W2W Honorees

Working with our W2W
Alumni to be the experts
in our Gen Z Mentoring

Challenge + Program



In 2010, Kelly started Remodista, Inc. because she believed that technology was breaking, women leaders would matter, 
and we would shift to a global market. All these prediction were proven true before the end of the decade.  

As the years progressed companies and organizations started to lean into the trend of highlighting women with more 
fortitude. By late 2018, Kelly was able to see that companies and organizations needed to shift the focus from women, to 
women of color. Kelly chose to find some organizations focused on black women leaders and found WOC Worldwide, and 
began to sponsor some of their brunch events. Even small actions matter. WOC has blown up, and are growing their 
community by leaps and bounds. 

Soon to follow it became clear that LGTBQIA, BIPOC, non-binary humans, and people that are disabled all were also being 
seen moving closer to equality. 

We have been getting educated during pandemic, taking time to reflect, looking at the big patterns and trends,  Check out 
the next slide to see where we are heading for our next phase.

Insights + Lessons

Lesson Learned01 Include purpose in all that you do. Purpose helps you to see 
more than yourself, and the bigger picture of service.

Commitment0202 We have been in a reflective season and soon will launch 
another program that is more relevant to the world we live 
in today. We are excited! Stay tuned.

Insight + Action 03 We are more powerful and effective together. Continue to 
work with others to create equality for all.

Prediction04 Women changed the world, and children will save it. We are 
here to cultivate this movement through purpose.





We believe that women have changed the world, and children will save it, so it made sense for 

our focus to shift from shining a light on female executives to cultivating Gen Z leaders who are 

thinking with purpose.  

Generation Z missed many of their quintessential moments, not to mention critical thinking 

exposure, financial education, experience learning, knowledge transfer, and connection to 

name a few. With the launch of our Gen Z Purpose Challenge, we are connecting these leaders 

with older generations to help close the wisdom gap that the pandemic has created. 

We are excited to share our new Gen Z Program 
that we will launch with a Purpose Challenge!

REACH OUT FOR
kelly@remodista.com


